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C

\alifomia State University,
San Bernardino produces the third-largest number of teacher
candidates in the state. The university, one of the smaller
campuses in the California State University system, this year wiU
place approximately 420people in student teaching assignments
throughout San Bernardino and Riverside Counties .

A

Jthough the School of
Education has grown 100 percent in three years, it still
cannot meet the needs of the burgeoning Inland Empire. The
state prefects a need for approximately 85,000 new teachers,
mostly at the elementary level, by 1990. Public school enrollments
from 1985 to 1990 are expected to increase 12 V2 percent.

E

ifforts are under way,
in the state and in the university, to enhance the teaching
profession and the preparation of teachers. Goals are to meet
the unprecedented need for new teachers, to attract the brightest
and best students into the profession and to strengthen their
preparation. Schools of education are requiring better
undergraduate preparation, more rigorous entrance
standards and higher graduation requirements.

T

he San Bernardino campus
has made a commitment to intensified collaboration between
the School of Education and other academic disciplines. The
preparation of teachers, as CSU Chancellor W. Ann Reynolds
affirms, is now an all-university responsibility.

TEACHING TEACHERS
By Ernest F. Garcia, ^
Dean, School of Education
Ask any educator to describe
the decade of the 80s and the
response probably will be “the
decade of the reports.” Most of us
have lost track of how many re
form reports have come our way.
A Nation at Risk was one of the
first, followed by a barrage of
formulas for making things right
produced by a plethora of
distinguished panels and blueribbon committees. The con
centration was on K-12 edu
cation, but higher education
wasn’t far behind!
The second half of the decade
has produced new reform com
mittees and panels intent on
pointing out the shortcomings of
what has been going on in higher
education. The scrutiny is long
overdue and may result in some
needed introspection and a
willingness to improve for the
benefit of the students.
In all this reform activity there
is one study, which teachereducators have supported. Which
has led the reform movement
in teacher education in the
California State University.
In 1980 the chancellor of the
California State University system
established an advisory commit
tee to study programs in educa
tion and to provide information,
analysis and recommendations to
assist the university in its special
role of preparing teachers for
California’s schools; The report,
issued in 1983, was titled
Excellence in Professional
Education. For us who are in
volved in teacher education in

the California
University, this
document became very signif
icant for what was to follow in the
reform of teacher preparation.

No major
in education
California has not had a major
in education since 1963. This
comes as news to the unin
formed, who nod approvingly at
the Holmes Group* recommen
dation that the undergraduate
major in professional education
should be abolished and that
emphasis should be placed on
teacher preparation at the
graduate level! The recommen
dation which elicits prolonged

“ho hums” from teacherTo demonstrate the broad
educators throughout California,
university responsibility for the
preparation of teachers, faculty
causes some excitement for
members from diverse disciplines
reform in states where an
visited
the first grade classroom of
academic major is not required
Roseanna Adame at Parkside
for admission to a teacherSchool in San Bernardino. Dr.
education program.
fames Mulvihill, geography; Dr.
Because the successful com
Sarojam Mankau, biology; and Dr.
pletion of an academic major is
Pete Eairchild, English, from left,
required of teachqr candidates, it are typical of colleagues involved
in preparing undergraduates for
is implicit that the fentire uni
versity share responsibility for the teaching careers. Miss Adame, B.A
English 1973 and M.A education
product. Implementation of the
1978, also is pictured on the front
recommendations in Excellence
cover with two of her students,
in Professional Education dem
Crystal Dafnren and Nicholas
onstrated explicitly that the
McGowan.
education of teachers is indeed
an all-university responsibility.

Teacher education councils or
committees have been estab
lished on all the California State
University campuses with the
following responsibilities:
• To serve as the major forum for
current issues related to the
preparation of teachers,
• To make recommendations
for academic and personnel
policies that affect the quality of
campus teacher education,
• To serve as a communication
link among faculty, adminis
tration and the K-12 community
in matters relating to education,
• To promote the welfare and
quality of teacher preparation
programs,
• To foster positive attitudes
toward teacher education and
the profession,
• To disseminate information
about educating prospective
teachers.
The All-University Committee
on Teacher Preparation on our
campus has a balanced member
ship representing the university
administration, the Schools of
Humanities, Natural Sciences,
Social and Behavioral Sciences
and the School of Education.
The committee has functioned
very well and has provided ex
cellent feedback and leadership
regarding the promotion of an
all-university involvement with
teacher education.
Each academic department
with an approved waiver program
has designated a faculty member
who can encourage and advise
students interested in a teaching
career. We already have strong
continued next page
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Teacher education
continued from page one

connections with some de
partments, and we would like to
extend our efforts so all students
can become aware of the op
portunities in teaching within
their majors.
As a result of a recommen
dation emerging from the
Excellence in Professional
Education report, California State
University, San Bernardino has
established a lower-division
education course, Education 200,
to inform and attract freshmen
and sophomores into careers in
education. This early start
through Education 200 offers an
opportunity for students to make
informed career choices by
visiting schools and investigating
a variety of grade levels. Courses
in child and adolescent develop
ment have been added as pre
requisites for admission to the
teacher-education program.

Top 50 percent
of graduates
Another change in admission
requirements throughout the
California State University
specifies all students applying
for admission to the teacherpreparation program must be in
the top 50 percent of graduates
in their majors.
The School of Education can
waive the requirement for 15
percent of the applicants, based
on extenuating circumstances;
however, the School of Education
no longer has discretion to admit
requirements. In areas of extreme
shortage, such as mathematics,
we can only accept a little more
than 50 percent of the graduates,
even though all completed the
major with passing grades.
Albert Shanker, president of
the American Federation of
Teachers, makes this general
observation without particular
reference to reality in the
California State University:
“Suppose for a moment that we
decided to employ teachers only
from the top half of the college
graduating class. This is not an
unreasonable goal, but it would
mean that we would have to hire
half of the top half of college
graduates in the country! Can the
country afford it? The schools like
all other institutions deserve their
share of the best and brightest,
but can we take half? We still
need doctors, research scientists,
businessmen and other trained
personnel.”
Shaker raises an interesting
point and only time will tell
whether the California State
University will be able to educate
enough teachers to meet im
mediate and long-range needs.
In addition to meeting GPA
requirements, all graduates
applying for admission to the
School of Education must be
certified as competent in their
subject fields by the faculties in
those disciplines. Departments
still are struggling with pro
cedures. The Chancellor’s Office
requirements for certification of
subject-matter competency
clearly emphasize the all
university responsibility for
teacher preparation.
The message is clear that
teachers for a multicultural

California must emerge from
their programs with a respect for
cultural differences present in
their classes. They must dem
onstrate an understanding for
diversity through the ways in
which they work with culturally
different students. This important
element in the education of
teachers needs continued
attention from all disciplines.
It is clear, as the chancellor
states, that “enabling prospective
teachers to gain these com
petencies and to serve effectively
as teachers of diverse student
populations is an all-university
responsibility.”
We are taking important steps
to assure that students who enter
the university intending to be
come teachers are guided, sup
ported and advised in ways that
demonstrate university-wide
concern for their success.
' The School of Education
continues to recommend ex
cellent candidates for teaching
credentials. Our service area
employs many of our graduates,
who are distinguishing them
selves as outsanding teachers.
Turning out good teachers
cannot be accomplished by the
School of Education alone. We
rely on the excellent subjectmatter preparation provided by
colleagues in the departments
and programs that prepare our
candidates. Without an all
university effort, the program of
professional preparation could
not succeed as well as it does.

Liberal studies is ideal
for elementary teachers

Because California does not
We must be successful,
recognize a bachelor’s degree in
because we have a
education, the liberal studies
high placement rate.
major has become a popular and
effective route to an elementary
view,” she continued. Reduction
teaching credential.
of the amount of English courses
Dr. Vivien Bull, professor of
taken in college will only aggraFrench
and
coordinator
of
the
* The Holmes Group is a panel of
-vate
xhe problem of high school—
■liberal
studies
program^
highly----deans of education from r^edrcB
students not being able to read
approves of teachers having a
universities, which do not educate
or write at adequate levels,
subject-matter major, rather than
large numbers of teachers. No deans
contends Dr. Bull.
from the California State University
a degree in education. “Liberal
were included.
During her years of teaching
studies is an ideal way to prepare
elementary teachers. They receive French, she encountered many
students who said they wished
more subject-matter preparation
for a better preparation in
through this multidisciplinary
program.”
grammar.
Given her own background
“We must be successful,
and experience, it’s logical that
because we have a very high
Dr. Bull would support the
placement rate,” she said of the
Commission on Teacher
program which has grown from
Credentialing’s desire to require
200 majors in 1980, when she
units in a foreign language or in
took it over, to almost 900 majors
the acquisition of a second
this year. While not discounting
language. “It’s essential if you
the quality of the Cal State
have children with different
program, she credits the rapid
growth to the soaring demand for languages in your classroom.
When you have some knowledge
teachers.
of the problems of learning a
Dr. Ernest F. Garcia, dean of
“Personally, I feel the program
language, you are better
the School of Education for the
we have is a very good one, but
equipped to help your students.”
past eight years, understands the the Commission on Teacher
problems of education from a
While the multidisciplinary
Credentialing wants to make
wide range ofperspectives.
background of liberal studies also
some changes,” she explained.
He has been an elementary
is valuable for other professions
The 19-member commission is
teacher and principal, a co
needing a broadly based edu
an autonomous body, appointed
ordinator ofprograms for the
cation, 95 percent of the majors
by the governor, which develops
gifted, a teacher at five
go into teaching. “We are seeing
standards for teacher training in
increased demand from em
universities and a bilingual
California.
corps director before becoming
ployers in business, for example,
dean. In addition to serving on
who want someone with a good
Fewer courses
command of reading and writing
numerous state and national
in English
skills whom they can train in the
committees, Garcia has been a
specialization of their business.”
consultant to publishing
The proposed changes would
Liberal studies is presented as a
companies, school districts and
include fewer English courses
various agencies of the federal
good major to prepare for law
and more in psychology and
school or graduate school, but
government. He spent nine years health education. It is the sug
on the Rialto Board of
the interest by these students has
gestion of less work in English
Education and is married to an
that disturbs Dr. Bull, who is very been slower to develop.
Most of the liberal studies ma
elementary school principal, Dr.
aware of the public criticisms of
Dorothy Garcia.
jors at Cal State, San Bernardino
high school graduates’ ability to
A product of southern
are transfer students. Although
read and write.
California schools, he earned
many have planned ahead,
“English is vitally needed. It’s
his AA from San Bernardino
knowing they wanted to become
critical for our students to have a
Valley College, his B.A from the
teachers, liberal studies is an easy
strong background in reading,
University of California,
major to transfer into, Dr. Bull
writing, comprehension so that
Riverside, his M.A from the
acknowledges. All of the general
they, in turn, can instill these
University of Redlands and his
education requirements of the
values in their students.
Ed.D. from UCLA He has been at
“Students definitely need more campus are included in the
Cal State, San Bernardino since
experience with grammar — but
major.
1968.
maybe that’s my biased point of

Dr. Bull shares with all
academic administrators a strong
belief in the value of advising.
For liberal studies majors, she
believes it is doubly important.
“Liberal studies is a complicated
major. Students need a well
balanced program, and they must
-keep up their GPAs. Requirements for the School of Educa
tion now are a 2.77 GPA, and they
probably will increase, she
explains.
Dr. Bull endeavors to get every
liberal studies student advised.
With 900 in the program, which
has no feculty of its own, this
takes the cooperation of faculty
throughout the university. “Some
are absolutely wonderful and
take a large number of advisees.”

Four categories
in liberal studies
The basic program in liberal
studies is divided into four broad
categories — English, humani
ties, social sciences and natural
sciences. Students also take 18
additional quarter units in their
field of concentration. By care
fully selecting courses in the
basic program, the field of con
centration and the electives,
students can complete the
professional education re
quirements for the multiplesubjects teaching credential. They
also might acquire a second
major in certain fields.
Students completing this major
are granted a waiver of the
examination requirements for a
multiple subjects credential.
Looking to the future of the
program, Dr. Bull has two wishes.
Like her colleagues in other
disciplines, she believes the
responsibility for the preparation
of teachers should be accepted
by the entire university. She also
seeks more respect for liberal
studies as a serious academic
major, which has turned out
excellent students.
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San Bernardino and
Riverside Counties by 1995
will need an estimated 600-700
certified math teachers.
That’s more than the entire
state of California produced two
years ago.
Statistics like these, plus the
tales of recruiting woes from
neighboring school districts, sub
stantiate the belief by Dr. Robert
Stein, chair of the Department of
Mathematics, that “an effort of
unprecedented size is needed” to
meet the demand for competent,
qualified math teachers.
“We have been very concerned
about this need for a long time,
but it’s not easy to get these
people,” he continued. Because
the production of new math
teachers is very low, the Cal State
faculty also work with existing
teachers in the area to encourage
them to stay in the field, to build
a support network of colleagues
and to help them cope with pro
grammatic changes, such as the
new California math framework.
To help the present teachers.
Dr. Stein founded the San
Bernardino County Mathematics
Teachers Association, which has
sponsored several workshops
through extended education.
“We want these teachers to
realize someone cares and that
they can tap into a professional
network larger than their class
room,” he explained.
Another thrust of the math
department’s efforts was the Cal
ifornia Math Project, which fund
ed training in problem-solving
techniques for 55 teachers. The
goal was to prepare them to
implement the new math frame
work, which turns away from the
back-to-basics approach. Con
cerned about the philosophical
foundation of math education,
the new framework places greater
emphasis on mental arithmetic,
estimation, higher order thinking
skills, use of calculators and more
hands-on materials. Dr. Stein ex
plained. Math courses in problem
solving become more important.
The problems faced by math
teachers are not new or isolated
to the university campus.
Dr. Stein served on a California
State University Task Force on
Pre-College Mathematics and
Science. The task force found the
problem of teacher shortages in
those disciplines was real and
only beginning to make itself felt.

Critical
shortage
“California is not producing
enough well prepared teachers of
mathematics and the physical and
life sciences to meet its present
needs. The shortage is expected
to become even more critical in
the next 10 years,” the task force
reported in 1985.
Another major finding of the
task force: “Because children’s
attitudes about math and science
are formed in elementary grades,
instruction in these disciplines in
grades K-6 is extremely impor

Panorama 3

Dr. Bob Stein, chair of the
Department of Mathematics,
contends that uf>grading the
teaching profession will contribute
to increased math competency. At
left he is demonstrating the
constuction of a rubber band
driven dodecahedron.

Math teachers are
critically needed
tant. Undergraduate preparation
Business and industry’s need
for elementary teachers in math
for mathematicians has disastrous
and science, therefore, must be
impact on the supply of teachers
strengthened.”
for the classroom. “TTie number
A growing number of teachers
of qualified people is so small.
fi'om other disciplines is being
Industry bids high for them. We
end up recycling the less qual
assigned to teach math and
science. These cross-over
ified,” Stein said.
teachers are not prepared to offer
How can the cycle be broken?
a strong foundation in these
Stein has several thoughts.
fields, the report noted. While
state requirements for a single
Professional
subject credential in math or
career
science require a sound subject“We
have to make teaching an
matter foundation, the re
attractive career — a profession.
quirements for “supplementary
A teacher shouldn’t feel like he
authorization” for the cross-over
or she is going to do the same
teachers do not. In-service
thing for the next 25 years. We
programs for teachers frequently
need to provide opportunities for
are lacking and, when available,
growth, retraining.”
are not well used, reported the
Teachers should be accorded
task force, which was chaired by
social status and rewards, like
the president of California State
money, he added. “If we are able
University, Fullerton, Dr. Jewel
to do that, we can weed out the
Plummer Cobb.
incompetents. Then the people
The need
greater com
who become teachers wouldn’t
petency in math is “a critical
be there merely to baby-sit the
issue for us as a nation/’ even
students.”
beyond the realm of the class
As the major educator of
room, said Dr. Stein, concurring
elementary and secondary
with findings of the task force,
teachers in California, the CSU
which reported, “Today large
has the opportunity to make a
numbers of young Americans
significant contribution to the
simply are not prepared to work
improvement of instruction in
in, contribute to, profit from and
math and sciences at the pre
enjoy our increasingly tech
college level, the CSU,task force
nological society. ... With fewer
stated.
students taking courses in math
Among its principal recom
and the sciences in high school,
greater numbers of Americans are mendations were:
growing up without the ability to • Students majoring in math and.
science should be encouraged
function effectively in a society
to consider careers in teaching.
that more and more depends on
the ability to calculate, compute
and work with mathematical and
scientific concepts.”

• New programs to increase
participation of women. Blacks
and Hispanics in mathematics
and the physical and life
sciences should be developed
and existing programs
strengthened,
• University math and science
majors should be encouraged
to teach and tutor elementary
school students in these
subjects,
• Math and science requirements
for prospective elementary
teachers should be
strengthened,
• Special attention should be
given in teacher-preparation
programs to the art of teaching
math and science concepts to
elementary and secondary
school students.
In the 10 years from 1971 to
1981, there was a 77 percent
decline in the number of math
teachers and a 65 percent drop in
the number of science teachers
prepared for secondary schools, a
survey by the National Science
Teachers Association revealed.
Compounding the problem, the
fraction of those people trained
to become teachers who actually
went into the classroom also
declined. Nationally, five times as
many math and science teachers
are leaving the classroom for
non-teaching jobs as are leaving
for retirement. Those individuals
disproportionately are the
younger teachers.

The Cal State math department
is expanding its efforts to meet
the need for qualified math
teachers. Dr. Stein said. The
feculty is developing a master’s
program in math, specifically
aimed at teachers. If the new
degree goes on the university’s
master plan within the next few
weeks, courses could be offered
in the fall of 1988. Stein is
hopeful. Some 50 people in the
area with bachelor’s degrees in
math have expressed interest.
The program will not require labs
or space, which is at a premium
on campus.
Mathematics is overwhelmingly
the largest department in the
School of Natural Sciences, with
14 full-time faculty this year and
two more being added next fall.
Of the more than 1000 students
enrolled in math classes, only a
small number (about 120) are
math majors. The bulk, enrolled
in service courses, are non
science students, including
liberal studies and business
majors and others meeting their
general education requirements.
The Cal State math department
is outstanding in the caliber and
quantity of research being con
ducted by its faculty. Dr. Stein
said. The number of faculty pub
lishing journal articles — 11 of
the 14 — is outstanding and
higher than at other CSU cam
puses or private colleges in the
area. Even the largest CSU cam
pus has only 51 percent of its
faculty publishing. Getting an
article published in math is very
difficult and competitive, because
all of the research must be
original.
“Any one who had two papers
published in four years in ref
ereed journals would be consid
ered outstanding in the CSU
system,” he said. “One of our
faculty, Dr. James Okon, had four
articles accepted in one year!

Wrecking
the curve
“Another, Dr. Chetan Prakash,
is working on a project which has
national importance. What our
faculty is doing is ‘wrecking the
curve’,” he added.
Dr. Stein is proud of his faculty
and their dedication and en
thusiasm for their work.
“If you offer a quality program,
it will sell itself with time and
patience. We’ve never felt com
pelled to be flashy. You become
known for what you are, and your
quality is recognized.”
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Vision screening using a Keystone
telebinocular, is part of the service
provided in the reading clinic. Dr.
Peggy Atwell demonstrates
checking the depth perception of a
student

Peggy Atwell is
outstanding prof
Dr. Margaret (Peggy) Atwell,
associate professor of education
and chair of the Department of
Graduate Programs in Education,
is California State University, San
Bernardino’s outstanding
professor for 1986-87.
Chosen by the Outstanding
Professor Selection Committee
composed of faculty, students and
alumni. Dr. Atwell represented
the university in the CSU-wide
competition sponsored by the
Board of Trustees. As the campus’
honoree. Dr. Atwell will receive a
$500 award and will be recog
nized at a dinner hosted by the
chancellor at the State University
House later this month.
In extending his congrat
ulations, President Anthony H.
Evans, said, “This is an extraor
dinary honor, especially to come
to you so early in your career.
You represent us superbly.”
California’s different approach
to teacher preparation — the fifth
year for professional education
courses — makes it vitally im
portant that the entire university
be involved in the process, be
lieves Dt. Atwell.

complish this goal, she believes.
Some of the pluses of the fifthyear program, she believes, are
that students are a bit older, more
mature and more serious about a
career in teaching.
The Department of Graduate
Programs in Education admin
isters the specialist credentials
and the options under the MA in
education. Increased activity for
the department can be expected
as a result of Senate Bill 813, the
education reform bill which elim
inates life-time credentials and
mandates ongoing preparation
for teachers. Every five years a
teacher must have professional
revitalization, consisting of 150
classroom hours. Dr. Atwell
ex-plained.
Avenues available for teachers
to secure these hours range from
in-service workshops within the
individual school districts to
specialized certificate programs
and master’s degrees at the
university. She predicts a steady
increase in the number of
teachers returning for master’s
degrees. Their graduate units can
be in any field — such as biology
or English, for example — if it
has applicability to their teaching.
Learning to teach
In planning for the pro
in 30 weeks
fessional revitalization, the
There is great merit in having the
School of Education is working
strong content background,
with the Administrative Training
which comes from an academic
Center in the San Bernardino
-undergraduate major, as-opposed— County Scheels Offic-e-t
to an education major, she be
in-service seminars.
lieves. “However, in one short
Areas in which schools are
year, the students must learn how experiencing a great need for
to convert that subjea matter into additionally trained personnel
a teaching framework.” Thirty
include administration, coun
weeks is not very long to ac
seling and integrated language

kind of learning which occurs in
college,” she noted. Dr. Atwell
was directly involved in ex, panding the reading clinic for
public school students which is
conducted as a practicum for MA
students in the reading option.
She taught the class in which the
clinic is conducted every year
until this one, when other re
sponsibilities became too great.

Main criterion
is teaching
The primary criterion used in
the selection of the outstanding
faculty member is teaching.
Because the reading option in
education has a relatively small
faculty, she has been able to get
better acquainted with students
and to see them progress through
the program. This, for her, has
been an important ^pect of her
teaching.
Dr. Atwell also has received
faculty professional development
grants to pursue her research. She
has published numerous articles
in professional journals and co
edited one book. Mainstreaming 'N
arts (reading and writing).
in reading. She has an interest in
the Special Child, and the Read
“Our reading program has
adolescent literature that stems
ing Process and wrote another.
developed the integrated
from her high school teaching. At Learning in College: Integrating
language arts approach, which
Indiana U. she was assistant
^
Information, which currently is
will help to create reading
director of the Learning Skills
being reprinted.
writing specialists,” said Dr.
Center and worked with college
Dr. Atwell joined the Cal State
Atwell, a specialist in reading and
students.
faculty in 1981 after completing
tr-One of her—-— ----€?fl-thiscampus, she found------ -her Ed.D. at-IndianaTJniversity. -primary research areas, the
great satisfaction in conducting
This is her second year as chair of
interrelationship between
the Department of Graduate
two seminars through Student
reading and writing, combines
Affirmative Action for returning
Programs in Education, and last
her early interests in writing
women students who needed
January she also was designated
(including a B.A. in journalism)
as associate dean of the School of
assistance in getting themselves
with her doctoral specialization
“organized for the complicated
Education.

Today’s students need information,
dreams, curiosity, counselor believes
ByJoanna Roche,
Director, Alumni Affairs
Sam Fellows, left, counselor at
Eisenhower High School, believes
today’s students not only should be
armed with information but also
should be encouraged to dream.
Fellows shares his thoughts with
fohn Eagan, EHS senior who plans
to enroll in Cal State for his
prerequisites for dentistry.

Dr. Lenz dies after brief illness
Dr. Margaret (Peggy) Lenz,
She was proud of her work
57, a respected and beloved
in coauthoring a social studies
member of the School of Ed
series for grades K-6, “Our Family
ucation faculty for I8I/2 years,
of Man,” which was published by
died Jan. 30, 10 days after
Harper Row. She also served as a
suffering a heart attack at her
consultant for the Bureau of Land
home in Irvine.
Management and wrote two con
Throughout her professional
servation education units, “Sand
career. Dr. Lenz was involved in
in Your Shoes” and “Predator and
education at all levels. She had
Prey,” in addition to other articles
taught first and second grade in
and chapters for the National
Cucamonga, had been a dem
Education Association.
onstration teacher for the San
Although she was bom in
Bernardino City Schools and the
Akron, Ohio, most of her life was
University of Redlands, had
spent in California. She earned
taught at three universities
her BA in history and her MA. in
(Redlands, UC Riverside and Cal
education from UCIA and her
State, San Bernardino) and for 10 Ph.D. in education from the
years prior to coming to this cam Claremont Graduate School.
pus was curriculum consultant
She guided the San Bernardino
for the Rialto School Distria.
YWCA through many of its diffi

cult years, serving as president
from 1974 to 1978. She had
served on the national YWCA
board since 1979- Among other
community involvement, she had
been a member of the Zonta
Club of San Bernardino and a
ruling elder in the Bethany
Presbyterian Church of Rialto.
Dr. Lenz is survived by two
daughters, Valerie Lenz and
Ingrid Marsh, both Cal State
graduates; a son, Eric, a former
student here; and a grand
daughter, Summer Elise Marsh,
4 years.
Memorials to the Margaret Lenz
Scholarship Fund may be sent to
the Executive Dean’s Office on
campus.

Eisenhower High School
counselor Sam Fellows, MA ’76,
gives the impression there are no
problems he can’t handle.
Fifteen years at Eisenhower,
ten in counseling and five in
teaching, have given the San
Bernardino native a bird’s-eye
perspective on the secondaryschool system and its par
ticipants, the students and their
parents.
What is the most challenging
aspect of his job? Fellow’s sur
prising response: “It’s the
interaction with parents that’s the
most difficult, not with students.
“Many parents simply aren’t
available for conferences re
garding their kids. It’s not
necessarily a question of their
interest, but of their time. The
need for increased revenue to
support the family requires in
many cases that both parents
work. In the 1960s far more
parents were involved in edu
cation; there was a broad base of
support for the schools. This has
all changed.”
Though changing economics
can be cited as a reason for the
lack of participation by parents,
attitude is a factor in many
families. “"When their children
reach high school, many parents
feel they don’t need the same

kind of supervision and support
as they did in grade school. Many
parents are more willing to hand
over this responsibility to the
schools. They abdicate the matter
of morals to teachers and others
when these are precisely the
matters that need to be taught in
the home.”
Fellows believes it is important
for students, especially minority
students, to be armed with in
formation. “Teach them to help
themselves. It’s not our job as
educators to try to change our
students or their family situation.
It is our job to give them the ed
ucation they will need to survive
and succeed in this world. I try to
paint them the goriest possible
picture of the realities out there
and let them know that their
education is a springboard to
many of the things they desire in
their lives.
“Many kids don’t dream today.
They tell me, ‘I don’t know what
I want.’ I try to get each student
to really ask himself what he
wants,” he continued. “I think
television has had a terrifically
negative impact on our young
people. It’s the now element that
television fosters. Kids drop out
of school because they want
things immediately. They lack
persistence.”
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Interns earn while learning
Zelma Russ never wanted to be
a teacher. When she graduated
from high school and years later
as an undergraduate student, she
held firm to the same view —
teaching must be the worst job in
the world.
However, working with
handicapped students as an
instructional aide in the class
room began to change her mind.
“As I worked with these kids, I
saw their needs and what they
could do. I’m really concerned
about special education. Some
times the kids get trapped, they
get labelled, and they never get
out.”
But it was one month as a
substitute teacher in a SDC
(special day class) classroom that
clinched the decision. “That’s
when 1 really decided to go into
teaching full time. I realized I
could do it!”
Today Mrs. Russ is a graduate
student in the School of Edu
cation and a candidate for the
revived “learning while earning”
teaching internship program.

Typical example
of teaching intern
Mrs. Russ fits Dr. Adria Klein’s
profile of an intern teacher to a
“T.” Dr. Klein, associate dean of
the School of Education and chair
of the Department of Teacher
Education, describes the typical
intern teacher as someone who is
_ entering a_second career, has a
strong academic background, is a
mature (in their 30s) person and
has prior experience in an ed
ucational setting.
Interns are fully employed
teachers who earn their creden
tials while on the job. They have
a year’s contraa with a school
district, usually at the first step on
the pay scale, and can look
forward to a more permanent
relationship if the internship
works out well.
The internship program,
abandoned about 15 years ago,
has been revived by the School of
Education as one method of
meeting the critical need for
more teachers.
The route from a high school
in Los Angeles to the San
Bernardino campus has helped
prepare Mrs. Russ for her second
career, although she did’t realize
it at the time.
Admittedly, Mrs. Russ won’t
be the typical first-time teacher.
After all, she is a three-term
school board member, a past PTA
president and a past president of
a classified employees bargaining
unit. She also is only five units
short of earning a school
business management certificate.
The first phase of Mrs. Russ’
formal education ended at age 17
when she graduated from high
school and went to work for the
Los Angeles Department of Public
Social Services. She left the
security of her position as a
clerical supervisor about 1971
when she and her husband,
Morris, moved to Perris. “It was
hard, leaving a job I’d had that
long, (14 years), but I’ve never
regretted it.”
■ ■ .

Her involvement with the
public schools began anew when
she became PTA president for her
daughter Alisa’s elementary
school. The next step was to run
for the Val Verde Elementary
School District Board of Ed
ucation. The race was successful
and “I’ve been there ever since.
You need continuous service to
know what is going on. Now I
can see the whole picture.” Mrs.
Russ has been board chair seven
or eight years and has survived a
recall and contested elections.
She began working in the
Perris Union High School District
in 1980 as an instructional aide in
special education. While there
she continued her education at
the University of California,
Riverside, where she earned her
BA in Black studies and
psychology in 1984. She was a
typical re-entry student — a
woman in her 30s, with several
children at home, a job and a
desire for more education.
She realizes earning her
teaching credential will be “a
long, hard grind.” The teachers in
the Petris High School class
rooms had enouraged her to go
for a credential. But she felt the
program would be “so long and
so rigorous” that maybe she
couldn’t do it. On the other hand,
as a teacher, she could work with
the parents and be more effective
in carrying the banner for
handicapped students.
She remains a staunch sup
porter of the classified employees
who do much of the work in the
schools and believes every one in
the classroom should have train
ing. “There is no way to tell the
impact they will have on
students.”
‘You’ve got to have quality
people in the classroom. They
must be dedicated and have a
genuine interest in the students,”
she said.
Her month of substituting in
the SEXD classroom not only gave
her the confidence that she could
be a teacher but also made her
realize that she needed more
training — in curriculum and
preparing lesson plans, for ex
ample. Her work as an aide gave
her the praaical side of teaching;
now she is getting the theory.
“You really need the training,
which then gives you the con
fidence,” she said.
Mrs. Russ credits her family
with being very supportive of her
decision to return to school full
time this year. Alisa, a senior, has
been accepted at UCR next fall.
Her niece, Tiye, who'ljves with
them, is a junior and als« an
honor student. Son, Ahmed,'9v is
in a GATE program. “We tJelieVe
in'the family; dad runs a pretty
tight ship,” she said.
In addition to her course work
for a credential, Mrs. Russ is
holding down two part-time jobs .
on campus. She is a graduate
assistant for Drs. Irvin Howard
and Pat Mullen in the School of
Education, and she tutors in
reading in the Learning Center.
CSU Chancellor W. Ann
Reynolds, in a major paper on the
all-university responsibility for
teacher education, commended
the San Bernardino campus for its
efforts to develop internship

programs for multiple- and
single-subject candidates with
school districts in Riverside and
San Bernardino Counties.

Revival
ofprogram
Dr. Klein believes a variety of
reasons have spurred revival of
the internship program. The
phenomenal growth in the area,
and the predicted retirement of
sizeable numbers of teachers
have created a major need for

Tutoring students in the Learning
Center provides Zelma Russ, at
right, with added practical
experience for her second career
as a teacher. Mrs. Russ, a
candidate for the internship
program, works withJoya Eirew, a
Rialto junior majoring in human
services, and Manqjfain of
Redlands, a freshman interested
in pre-med. Cal State, San
Bernardino is one of the few
universities in the state offering
the "earning while learning"
internships.

People who had a
burning desire to
teach a decade ago,
and coiddn’t because
there were no jobs,
now have a new
opportunity to make
their way hack into
the classroom.

new teachers to fill the ranks.
People who had a “burning
desire” to teach a decade ago,
and couldn’t because there were
no jobs, now have a new oppor
tunity to make their way back
into the classroom, said Dr. Klein.
“Because their desire to teach
w^s stifled by a lack of jobs, these
people went on to something
else. They never lost their desire
to teach, and now they can return
to their dreams.”
Teachers aides, as illustrated
by Mrs. Russ, also can use the

internship as the procedure to
become credentialed.
With society again beginning
to value the importance of ed
ucation, there is more public
interest in the profession and the
quality of its product. Dr. Klein
adds. “For example, now that the
baby boomers are themselves
having children, they are be
coming actively concerned with
the education process.”
The internship in secondary
education is an 11-month pro
gram for qualified candidates for
single-subject credentials. For ,
elementary teachers, the program
is called EQUIP, Elementary
Quality University Internship
Program; it takes 15 months and
leads to a multiple-subjects
credential.
The internship differs from
student teaching in several major
ways, according to Dr. Klein.
Interns receive pay and credit;
they are responsible for their
classrooms, with no in-class
master teacher guiding them. And
they must already have had two
years of successful school-related
experience within the past 15
years.
For some in the program, this
prior experience includes being
an instructor in the Air Force, a
community college teacher or an
R.N. instructor in child-care
classes.
The majority of the interns
are women. “Because there is
a salary in the internship, more
men will be able to make the
transition into the teaching
profession,” believesTDfMOeinThe internship begins at Cal
State with an intensive summer

program of classes. After they
begin teaching in the fall, the
interns continue in a seminar and
a student-teaching course at the
university.
The School of Education
brochures describing the pro
gram warn, “Due to the nature of
this program and the limited
number of spaces, only the most
qualified students will be chosen
as intern teachers.”
The stringent qualifications
to enter the program include: a
bachelor’s degree, certain

specified courses in education,
passage of the CBEST (California
Basic Education Skills Test), GPA
requirements in the major, com
pletion of the multiple- or single
subject prerequisites, two years of
successful school-related expe
rience such as aiding, teaching,
counseling or long-term
substituting.
Ten school districts — Alvord,
Fontana, Hesperia, Jurupa,
Moreno Valley, Redlands, San
Bernardino, Snowline, Val Verde
and Yucaipa — currently have
intern agreements with Cal State.
Dr. Klein expects the list to
expand. On the drawing board is
the plan for a bilingual, multiplesubject internship. ‘We expect
approval in June from the
Commission on Teacher
Credentialing,” she added.
The School of Education,
having revived the internship
program, is concerned that it
succeed. “Survival skills are an
important part of our program,”
explained Dr. Klein. “To insure a
positive first year, the School of
Education provides ongoing
seminars, frequent on-site
supervision, demonstration
teaching by a faculty team, and
close, frequent interaction with
intern teammates.
“Our interns are succeeding
because we screen them so
thoroughly, and we nurture and
support them during their in
ternship experience,” she added.
‘You have to work in order to
achieve,” echoes Mrs. Russ. “This
program is showing me that.”
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New competency exams
controversial, beneficial
The most controversial, new
aspect of teacher preparation at
Cal State, San Bernardino this
year has been the subject-matter
competency examinations
mandated by the CSU.
While the program has been
called controversial in the im
plementation process, the longrange benefits to the institution
and the preparation of teachers
are cited by many.
Faculty concerns over the
new program stem from several
fectors — overnight imple
mentation schedule, the time
demanded of the faculty to pre
pare the exams and the fact it
sets for CSU campuses higher
standards than are required by
law or are followed at other
colleges and universities.
“This has been a major under
taking, which has taken hours
and hours,” explained Dr. Tom
Pierce, acting dean of the School
of Social and Behavioral
Sciences.
Dr. Vivien Bull, coordinator of
the liberal studies program,
termed the development of the
questions in her program “a
long, hard struggle” that ex
tended from September to
January.
The Chancellor’s Office is re
quiring each campus to certify
the subject-matter competency
of every student seeking to
become a teacher. On the San
Bernardino campus, the Faculty
^nate created an Ad Hoc
Teacher Preparation Committee,
which developed the assessment
examination program.
Dr. Adria Klein, chair of the
Department of Teacher
Education, sees the collegial
collaboration throughout the
university as one of the major

ALU

strengths of the process.
Dr. Pierce believes the re
quirement will make the faculty
in Social and Behavioral Sciences
“much more atrare of the whole
process of teacher preparation. It
could show how we might need
to alter the curriculum” to
provide better subject-matter
foundation for their students.

Reasons
for exams
Dr. Bull defines reasons for the
competency exams that she be
lieves are valid: first, to make
certain the student’s knowledge
of the subject matter is adequate,
with “no holes”; second, to im
plement the concern for raising
standards; and third, to reaffirm
that the schools are the experts in
the field of subject matter and the
School of Education is the judge
of a person’s suitability to teach.
'Fhe liberal studies program
will examine 50 of its candidates
for the School of Education this
quarter. Half of the examining
committee will come from the
School of Humanities, which has
half of the course work, and the
other half will be shared by the
Schools of Natural Sciences and
Social and Behavioral Sciences.
For the first round the faculty
committee developed a broad
essay question, to be answered in
three pages within a time limit,
follow^ by a half-hour interview.
The feiculty will recommend the
student be accepted or denied
admission to the School of
Education. If additional course
work is undertaken to erase
deficiencies, the student may
return for a retest. Students with a
3.0 GPA are exempt from the
competency exam.
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In the School of Social and
Behavioral Sciences, the decision
to recommend (or not) is based
on three factors: an oral exam
ination, passage of the National
Teacher Examination and the
total academic record. Dr. Pierce
said.
The School of Business and
Public Administration faced a
unique situation in addressing its
competency exams. It was asked
to certify future teachers in areas
that it does not teach; for ex
ample, prospective high school
business teachers. Cal State offers
no courses in the types of
secretarial sciences that are
taught in high school.
The problem was resolved,
in part, by adding to the threemember faculty committee an
off-campus authority who
coincidentally was a part-time
lecturer in another field in the
school. The school committee
asks its candidates for teaching
credentials to prepare a dossier
and then sit for an oral Interview.
Only a half dozen prospective
teachers are expected from
business this year, said Dr. Jack
McDonnell, associate dean.
A positive by-product of the
subject-matter competency exam
inations may be increased
awareness and involvement of
the entire faculty in the prep
aration of teachers. Chancellor W.
Ann Reynolds has said. Her
optimism is shared by ac~ademic
administrators on campus.

Communication
between departments
The Ad Hoc Committee on
Teacher Education also is work
ing in other ways to improve the
collaboration and communi

I
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cation between the department 9 important in identifying teacher
that prepare teachers and the
potential among their students,
especially minority students, and
School of Education.
in helping them to expedite their
“Initially, the departments did
progress through the requireriot .see teacher education as part
of their responsibility,” explained ments. Their role also involves
keeping their faculty educated
Dr. Jerrold Pritchard, associate
vice president for academic pro
about the current undergraduate
requirements for a credential,
grams. “We now have liaisons to
staying on top of potential effects
the School of Education from
each discipline. Our goal is to
of new laws and regulations and
have a core of people vdio are on providing fomms for the dis
cussion of teacher education
top of the problem.”
throughout the campus.
The faculty liaison will be
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1969

1972

1973

1975

James F. Penman, BA history,
attorney and San Bernardino City
Civil Service commissioner, was
elected city attorney for San
Bernardino in the March municipal
elections. Penman received his law
degree from Western State
University College of Law and was
admitted to the bar in 1980. He was
one of the early student-body
presidents at Cal State and currently
is first vice president of the Alumni
Association.

Mandi Batalo, B.A art, is a
graphic designer and partner in
The Imagination Group, a public
relations firm in Redlands.

CSiarles Steven Carte, 37, BA
chemistry, died March 6, 1987 in
San Francisco. A former resident of
Fontana, he had been a nurse for
16 years. Survivors include his
widow, Marilyn, of San Francisco
and other relatives in Fontana.
Memorials may be made to the
American Cancer Society.

Nick Coussoulis, BA geography
and social sciences, was appoint^
by Gov. Deukmejian to the
California Arts Council in January.
The president of Coussoulis
Development Co. of Redlands, he
is currently working toward a
master’s degree in environmental
planning.

The Rev. Robert L. McDonald,
BA sociology, and his wife, Grace,
were Senior King and Queen of the
1987 Black History Week parade in
San Bernardino. McDonald, 82,
founded three churches in Los
Ageles, where he attended a
Baptist seminary, before coming to
San Bernardino. He founded the
Little Zion Missionary Baptist
Church in San Bernardino 14 years
ago.
Michael Todhunter, BA history,
M.A education 1984, has taught for
13 years and now is at Cajon High
School. He also teaches a con
stitutional preparatory exam at Cal
State. He and his wife, Virginia, live
in San Bernardino.

B. L. Schwinghamer, MA
education, is teaching in the Jurupa
School District in Riverside.

1970
Raymond J. Deversjr., BA.
English, is an electrical contractor
and owner of Arrowhead Electric in
Rim Forest. Prior to becoming self
employed, he taught secondary
school in Lake Arowhead. He and
his wife, Marie, have two children,
7 and 9 years. They live in San
Bernardino.

1971
Ed Brittain, BA sociology, M.B.A.
1980, is the iDusiness manager for
the Rim of the World School
District. He earlier had been an
accountant and auditor for San
Bernardino County and finance
officer for the Chino Hills Project.
He and his wife, Donna, live in
Running Springs. They have two
children.

WUmer D. Carter, BA English,
MA education 1976, was ap
pointed district administrator for
Congressman George E. Brown Jr.
(D-San Bernardino) in January. She
had worked for Brown since 1973
as office manager, field represen
tative and consultant for education.
Carter, who lives in Rialto, was
elected president of the Rialto
Unified School District Board of
Education last December. She has
served on the board since 1983.
Randy J. Morgan, BA psy
chology, is an electrician with the
Santa Fe Railroad and lives in San
Bernardino.
Major Norman L. Murray Jr.,
B.A psychology, MA national
security studies 1984, is in the Ar
Force, stationed in Naples, Italy. He
is a staff officer in the Plans and
Programs Division, assigned to
Headquarters Alied Ar Forces
Southern Europie. This is a multi
national NATO command con
sisting of the U.S., Britain, Italy,
Greece, Turkey and Portugal.
Marilyn Van Norman, BA social
sciences, is a social services worker
for San Bernardino County and
lives in Barstow with her husband,
Ralph.

1974
Fay Lorraine Webb, BA
sociology and social sciences, lives
in Moreno Valley and is a social
worker with Children’s Services,
Riverside County Department of
Public Social Services.

Joanie iXllcox, BA. art, MA
education 1979, and her husband,
Jim, announced the birth of their
seccxid daughter, Rebecca Lorraine,
Dec. 20,1986.

1976
Frank Baslrico, BA
administration, is now the
executive vice president of the
Bank of Hemet. The chief lending
officer, he joined the Bank of
Hemet in 1985 after working for
other banks in California.
Rutb Bavetta, BA art, exhibited
figurative painting at the Orlando
Gallery in Sherman Oaks during
March. In addition to her studio
work, she teaches part-time at San
Bernardino Valley College. She is a
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member of the Los Ageles
Institute of Contemporary A, the
Women’s Caucus for A and the
College A Asociation.
William J. Cole, BA ad
ministration, has been promoted to
senior vice president of the Bank of
Hemet. He formerly was com
mercial lending manager for the
bank, which he joined in 1985.
Mlcbele and Mlcbael Taccbia,
both B.A music, are continuing to
present recitals throughout the
area. Michele Brosseau-Tacchia, a
cellist, teaches at the University of
Redlands and in the Redlands City
Schools. She was principal cellist of
the Cal State Chamber Orchestra
for five years and received a
scholarship for graduate studies at
the New England Conservatory of
Music. She also studied in Vienna
and San Francisco. Michael, on the
the faculty at Victor Valley College,
is also director of choral music
with the Colton Unified School
District and orchestral pianist with
the Inland Empire Symphony. In
addition to recital with his wife, he
has appeared as soloist in recitals
and with orchestras.
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1977
Nicholas Rocco Cataldo, BA
psychology and social sciences,
MA education 1983, and Linda
Louise Myrick were married Dec.
27 flt the Orange Tree Chapel in
Redlands. They both are teachers in
the San Bernardino City Schools.
Cheryl A (Hill) Flowers, BA
geography, has been working in
the fields of water resources and
environmental consulting. She re
cently was promoted to operations
manager at URS Corporation’s San
Bernardino office. She also is
working on an M.BA at Cal State,
San Bernardino.
Yvonne F. Lowrance, M.A
education, is a sixth grade teacher
in the Rialto Unified School Dis
trict. She lives in San Bernardino.
Mary Spurlock, BA art, will have
a showing of her work at the Artist
Aley in San Bernardino in April.
Max E. Tidier, BA
administration, is supervisor of
purchasing/accounting. University
Computing Service at the University
of Southern California. He and his
wife, Pauline, live in Fontana.
Richard J. Tuttle, B.S. math
ematics and chemistry, has been
promoted to senior technical sales
representative-surfactants at Vista
Chemical Co. in Oak Brook, 111. He
and his wife, Nancy, live in
Naperville, 111.

1978
Dr. Bennett McAllister, BA
social sciences, an optometrist with
an office in Hesperia, was elected
to a three-year term as a director of
the Hesperia Chamber of
Commerce.

1979

■

Quentin Moses, BA criminal
justice, was one of 14 Californians
selected for an Education Policy
Fellowship Program, designed to
give participants a broad view of
educational policymaking. A mem
ber of the Cal State, San Bernardino
V Department of Public Safety, he is
on leave this year as an adminis
trative fellow at Cal Poly, Pomona.
Gwendolyn V. Potter, B.S.
nursing, is vice president of Family
Home Care, Inc., in Claremont. Her
home is in Rancho Cucamonga.
Marlene Thom Taher, certificate
paralegal studies, is an artist with
Creative Equilibrium in San
Bernardino. She is involved in
costume and fashion design,
dancing and choreography.

1980
James Bueermann, B.A criminal
justice and sociology, was promo
ted to lieutenant in the Redlands
Police Department last November.
An eight-year veteran of the
department, he has received two
meritorious service medals. Now a

watch commander, he was officer
in charge of the Crimes Against
Persons Unit prior to his
promotion.
James Bruce Trammell, BA
criminal justice, MA national
security studies 1984, served in the
Army fi"om 1985 to 1987.

1981
Donald Lucia Jr., B.S. admin
istration, a C.PA, is president of
Lucia and Williams, Accountancy
Corp. in San Bernardino.

evaluation, counseling and referral
services for drug and alcohol re
lated problems.

Churches, Pacific Southwest, in
Covina. He and his wife, Louise,
live in Rancho Cucamonga.

Ann Larson, B.A environmental
studies and geography, has joined
the planning department in the city
of Claremont Department of Com
munity Development. She pre
viously was with the city of San
Bernardino planning department.
Ms. Larson lives in Los Angeles.

Hortencia Pena, BA math, and
Tom Shippee, B.S. math, were
married Jan. 3 in San Bernardino,
where they are making their home.

Karen K. Swope, BA. liberal
studies, is a staff archaeologist in
the Achaeological Research Unit at
UC, Riverside, where she is pur
suing an M.S. in archaeology.

John M. O^ck) McMahon, BA
administration, and Amelia
(Amy) Barder, B.A. French 1982,
were married Jan. 17 at Our Lady of 1984
the Rosary Cathedral in San
Joann L. Bevan, B.S. nursing, is
Bernardino. She formerly taught at
a staff nurse and unit preceptor at
Palos Verdes High School and he
Riverside General Hospital and
previously was a sales manager for
substitute teaches in clinical
Diagraph Corp. in Orange. They
nursing at Riverside Community
now are making their home in
College.
Annandale, NJ.
Deane T. Harlow, M.BA, is vice
Thomas Joseph Ruvolo, BA
president and secondary marketing
art, and Jeanne Maria Di Roma,
manager of Western Savings of
BA criminal justice 1984, were
Phoenix. He and his wife, Nancy,
married Nov. 29 at St. Christopher’s live in Mesa, AZ.
Church in Moreno Valley. He is a
Randy A Lester, MA education,
graphic artist at Cal State, San
is in his fifth year of teaching the
Bernardino and she is a book
severely handicapped at Chaffey
keeper for Thompson and Colgate
Joint Union High School District.
law firm in Riverside. Their home
He also is attending Samaritan
is in San Bernardino.
College to train for the ministry
H. Ronald Tumbow, M BA,
with the Universal Fellowship of
is president and chief executive
Metropolitan Community
officer of Goodwill Industries of
Churches.
the Greater East Bay in Oakland.
First Lt. Jeffory A Peridns, BA
He and his wife, Vickie, live in
theatre arts, has been decorated
Aameda.
with the Army Achievement Medal
in West Germany, where he is an
1982
intelligence officer with the 70th
Diane Crowley, BA psychology,
Transportation Battalion.
is nursing supervisor of Hillhaven
Lynne Youngstrom, B.S. nursing,
Highland House, a convalescent
is assistant director of nursing at
hospital in Highland.
San Antonio Community Hospital.
Patrick L. RoweU, BA geog
She and her husband, Charles, live
raphy, is a tactical intelligence
in Alta Loma.
officer in the Army and is stationed
at Ft. Huachua, AZ.

1985

June M. White, B.S. nursing, is
nursing supervisor of the Blood
Bank of San Bernardino and River
side Counties. She and her hus
band, James, live in San
Bernardino.

1983
Robert Abraham, BA. biology, is
a process engineer at Deutsch En
gineering in Banning. He recently
joined the Sierra Club and is in
terested in contacting other alumni
concerned about rapid urban
development in the county.

Susan L. Briggs, BA sociology, is
a volunteer with Catholic Charities’
Migration and Refugee Services,
serving as a job placement
caseworker.
Edward Garnett, B.A social
sciences, is a corporate technical
editor with Hoffinger Industries in
Rancho Cucamonga. He has also
had a variety of feature articles
published.
Victoria J. Hallstrom, B.A liberal
studies, is a kindergarten teacher at
North Tamarind Elementary School
in Fontana. She and her husband,
Paul, live in San Bernardino.

Dale M. Carrison, M.S. biology,
a fourth-year student at the College
of Osteopathic Medicine of the
Eugenia Viliamarin Haven, B.S.
Pacific in Pomona, received a
math, is an administrative opera
plaque from the nation-wide Coun tions analyst at Cal State, San
cil of Student Council Presidents in Bernardino.
appreciation of outstanding service
as chairman for the 1985-86 aca
Dorothy Gail Hodges, BA
demic year. The council represents French, and Alton Leslie Call Jr.,
presidents from the nation’s 15
were married Dec. 19 at their home
osteopathic medical schools.
in Crestline. Dorothy is an ap
praiser with the San Bernardino
Mary E. Frazier, BA. psychology,
County Assessor’s Office.
MA education 1985, is president of
the Center of Parent Power Sources Donald Kennedy, M.BA, is the
controller for the American Baptist
in San Bernardino, which offers

Delores Lily Westendorf, BA
liberal studies, and Antonio Jose
Salomon were married Dec. 24 at
the bride’s home. She is a teacher
with the Banning Unified School
District. The couple live in
Banning.

1986
Bonnie L. Cul£a, B.S. nursing, is a
public health department program
coordinator for San Bernardino
County. Her home is in Crestline.
Geotge Henley, BA Spanish, is
employed as a carpenter and lives
in San Bernardino.
Sgt. Michael R. Little, BA math,
is a missile crew member with the
56th Field Artillery Command in
West Germany.
Leslie Straub, BA psychology,
and Chuck Shipley were married
Feb. 14 at the First Church of God
in San Bernardino and are making
their home in San Bernardino.
She is employed as a social-service
counselor at Casa de San Ber
nardino, an out-patient drug
counseling agency.

New
members
Sara E. Andon, BA music, 1986
Blanca Armenta, BA sociology,
1973
Rita M. Awender, B.S. health
science, 1986
Mary R. Baer, BA. sociology, 1986
Patricia A Bartell, B.A psychol
ogy, 1984; MA. psychology, 1986
Moma Bernard, B.S. nursing,
1986
Leola I. Bruch, B.S. nursing, 1986
Franclne E. Brzytwa, M.BA
business administration, 1986
Kristie Campbell, B.A admin
istration, 1986
JoAnn Williams Cox, MA ed
ucation, 1986
Raymond J. Devers, Jr., BA
English, 1970
Howard F. Dolan, BA sociology,
1974
Marta Dolan, BA music, 1973
John D. Donovan, B.S. computer
science, 1986
Maria Megan Dorr, BA
geography, 1986
Robbin Dowell, B.A adminis
tration, 1986
Suzl DuAmarell, BA. art, 1986
Susan Jeanette Echevertl, BA
economics, 1981; M.BA business
administration, 1986
James Patrick Edgmon, BA
administration, 1986
Eric Edwards, M.B.A business
administration, 1986
Gina Edwards, B.A adminis
tration, 1986
Cheryl A. Flowers, BA.
geography, 1977
Michael R. Fitzgerald, B.S.
administration, 1986
Donald J. W. Franco, BA.
administration, 1986

Stay in touch with your unhiersity...

More about me...

Your membership in the Alumni Association benefits both you ahd the University. You
will be able to maintain contacts with classmates and faculty, borrow from Pfau Library,
receive University publications, purchase drama tickets at student rates, participate in
Association-sponsored dental and optometric plans and become a member of the San
Bernardino County Central Credit Union.

Information to be shared in the Panorama...

Jane Garcia, BA psychology,
1986
Carol Gels, BA administration,
1986
Orietta Giacalone, BA French,
1986
Norman R. Harris, BA English,
1986
Barbara Henley, BA liberal
studies, 1986
George Henley, B.A Spanish,
1986
Suzaime Hem, BA liberal
studies, 1986
Donna S. Horowitz, B.S. nursing,
1986
Randy R. Howk, BA adminis
tration, 1986
Debbie Huebner, BA human
development, 1986
Brian Jennings, B.A adminis
tration, 1987
Joan Hubbs Keller, B.S. nursing,
1986
Carolyn Sue Kross, B.S. nursing,
1976
Lester M. Kushner, M.PA public
administration, 1986
Valerie Layvas-Hammel, B.S.
nursing, 1986
Williaiin Longo, M.BA business
administration, 1986
Janls Martgan, B.S.
administration, 1986
Ted S. Miller, M.BA business
administration, 1986
Randy J. Morgan, BA
psychology, 1972
Eugene N. Morse, BA theatre
arts, 1980
Karen C. Okumura, BA art, 1986
Matthew K. Owen, B.S. computer
science, 1986
Leo Pardo, M.B.A business ad
ministration, 1986
Larry Peterson, BA adminis
tration, 1986
Shawn Price, B.S. administration,
1987
Dianne E. Ratley, B.S. health
science, 1986
Robert Reeves, BA adminis
tration, 1986
Robert M. Rlter, BA sociology,
1986
Patrick L. Rowell, BA
geography, 1982
Mary Louise Ruxlow, B.S.
nursing, 1986
Angela Sadova, BA psychology,
1986
Mark C. Saldecke, BA art, 1986
Teena M. Searl, BA history, 1986
Carolyn A Smith, MA
education, 1986
Karen K. Swope, BA liberal
studies, 1983
Max E. Tidier, BA
administration, 1977
James Bmce Trammell, MA
national security studies, 1984
H. Ronald Tumbow, M.A
administration, 1981
Kennadlne M. Turner, B.S.
nursing, 1984
Lucia Valencia, BA English, 1986
Randy Valles, BA liberal studies,
1981
Fay L. Webb, BA sociology and
social sciences, 1974
Marianna Westerly, BA math,
1986
Richard Yaross, BA criminal
justice, 1986
Thomas W. York, BA adminis
tration, 1986
Joyce Young, BA. psychology,
1979; M.S. psychology, 1981

Count me in. I wish to----- renew my membership;join the Alumni Association.
Membership dues:
Annual membership, single
$20
Life membership, single
$500*
Annual membership, two in fttmily $30
Life membership, two in family $750**
Charge dues in the amount of $----- ;to___________ VISA or_____MasterCard
* ------ ^------------------------- exp. datesignature
Please include me in the following chapter (check one):
----- Administration; ------Black; ------ Chicano; ____ Education; ____ Nursing;
___ Humanities
Mail to: Alumni Association, Cal State, San Bernardino,
5500 University Parkway, San Bernardino, CA 92407

Spouses’s name __________________________________
If spouse is Cal State grad, year of graduation, degree, major:
----------------- ^__________________ _____________ __
name _______
address _______
city___________
year of graduation

zip

state

phone () _

soc. sec. no.
degree
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Ih-esident
John Kirwan, BA 1971
First Vice President
James F. Penman, BA 1969
Second Vice President
Lee Ann Overstreet, BA 1984
Secretary/Treasurer
Alan McAllister, BS 1981, MBA 1985
Director, Awards
Angela Lavin, BA 1983
Director, Finance
Carol Clark, BA 1980
Director, Membership
Linda Mitchell, BA 1975
Director, Nominating
Don Tasker, Certificate, 1983
Director, Programs
Vacant
Director, Scholarships
Jim Kennedy, BA 1972, MBA 1977
Black Chctpter
Calvin White, MA 1979
Chicano Chapter
Vacant
Education Chapter
Rosemary Binney, BA 1969, MA 1975
Nursing Chapter
Marcia Lenz, BS 1980
Business and Public
Administration Chapter
Lawrence Buck, MBA 1978
University President
Dr. Anthony H. Evans
Executive Dean, University Relations
Dr. Judith M. Rymer
Faculty Representative
Dr. C.E. Tapie Rohm, Jr.
Associated Students President
Penni Overstreet
Alumni Director
Joanna Roche
Immediate Past President
Kathryn Fortner, BA 1981

CSU trustee to speak at banquet
honoring distinguished alumni
Five community leaders will join the roster
of distinguished graduates at the eighth annual
Alumni Association awards banquet Saturday
evening. May 9Alumni from each of the five schools will
receive citations presented by school deans. The
dinner, beginning at 7:30 p.m. in the Commons,
will follow the 6:30 p.m. no-host cocktail hour
on the patio. Student musicians will provide
entertainment during dinner.

“In the tradition of this event, we are pleased
to have an alumnus, Enrique Martinez, as master
of ceremonies,” said Angela Lavin, Alumni
Association board member chairing the event.
Martinez, Spanish broadcast coordinator for
the University of California’s Cooperative
Extension Program, received his BA in Spanish
in 1979 and his MA in counselor education in
1982. In his position with UC, he works with
Hispanic Americans and the university to in
crease minority representation in the system. He

is also host-producer of a public-affairs program
at KESQ-TV in Palm Springs.
Guest speaker for the evening will be Lee
Grissom, president of the San Diego Chamber of
Commerce and member of the Board of
Trustees of the California State University.
Grissom, chosen for this board by the CSU
Alumni Association, chairs several committees
and serves on numerous others.
A graduate of San Diego State University with
a BA in public adminis
tration and an MA in city
planning, Grissom was
awarded Alumnus of the
Year honors at his campus
this spring.
Business and political
commitments take him
around the world. Most
recently, he attended the
America’s Cup Race, where
elementary-school class
mate and fellow San
Diegan, Dennis Connor,
won the cup back for the
United States. Grissom is
now preparing his city for
the next cup race, which is likely to be held in
San Diego.
“We hope many former students, the com
munity at large and the campus join us May 9 for
another enjoyable evening honoring our alums
and our university,” said Joanna Roche, director
of alumni affairs. Reservations should be made
by May 5 with the Alumni Office, 887-7811. The
cost is $17.50 per person.

